where E,(f) is the error of the best approximation off by elements of l7,, . A projection P with small I(PI( will, therefore, provide a good approximation to J It is known [8] that there exists P* E ,P, such that )( P* II < lIPI/ for all P E .a,. Such a P* is called a minimal projection from the class .Vn. Minimal projections for n > 2 remain unknown. An important example of projection is the Fourier-Chebyshev operator S, given by S,f = f' 4f 1 Tic, 
.). T,(x) = cos(k arccos X)
The symbol C' denotes the sum with the first term halved. It is well-known (see, e.g., [9] ) that lIS"lI =+ (1. 3)
The norm of S, increases with n rather slowly: IIS, II< 3.14 for n < 100 (cf .  Table III ; values of IIS,/I were taken from [9] ). In view of (l.l), the polynomial S,f is a near-best polynomial approximation to f by elements of ZZ,. It was proved by Cheney and Rivlin [ 5 ] that S, is not a minimal projection from Pdn.
Let Q, = {x,, xi ,..., x,} be a prescribed set of m (m > n) pair-wise different points of I-1, 11. Denote by @,(G,) the subclass of .V, containing projections carried by Q,. Any projection belonging to this subclass has the form 131 Pf = c j-(x/J w/( k=Il U-E Cl-11 11) (1.4) for appropriate w,, w, ,..., w, E 17,. The function
is called the Lebesgue function of the operator P. It is well-known that IIPII = Il4llaY (1.6) In this paper we discuss two special choices of carriers, namely such that polynomials Zf and J,,f interpolate to f at the points t,, + ,,i 0' = 1, 2,..., n + 1) and u,-,,k (k = 0, l,..., n), respectively. Norms of I, and J, are given explicitly by (see [ 6, 7, 91) IIJA = III,-,lI Tables I and II (see also  Table 1 in [ 11). We see that in practice the polynomials Z!,""f and Jim'f can serve as near-best minimax approximations to f: However, more careful examination leads to the discovery that IIIyyI > IIII:+'n'2q Table III )-show that these projections may be of some interest.
It follows from the results of Cheney [3] that any projection P from the set GJ,(aL+,,,,,,) can be represented in the form P=L,+Q, where Q is such that Now, the problem is to select the polynomials ur , u2 ,..., u,,,,~] (v r, u2 ,...,
respectively) in such a way that the norm of P (R, respectively) is as small as possible. The techniques discussed in [2 1 and [ 4) appear to be applicable. However, we do not discuss this problem here.
THE OPERATOR L,
The operator L, defined by (1.13) has, in view of (1.9) the form Table III , one can conjecture that IlLnIl = Yn, y, being defined by (2.5).
THE OPERATOR M,
The operator M, defined by (1.14) has the values given by Hence, in view of (3.5), follows the right inequality of (3.3). I
Results of numerical calculations, reported in Table III , allow us to conjecture that IIMnlI =4w,(1) = t<1 + 11~2nll> (n = 1, 2 ,..*, 7), = ll14n+ Ill/\/z-4I
(n = 8, 9,...), 6 , being given by (3.4).
